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ABSTRACT
Remarkable interest is associated with the interpretation of the Prodan fluorescent spectrum. A sequential hybrid Quantum Mechan-
ics/Molecular Mechanics method was used to establish that the fluorescent emission occurs from two different excited states, resulting
in a broad asymmetric emission spectrum. The absorption spectra in several solvents were measured and calculated using different the-
oretical models presenting excellent agreement. All theoretical models [semiempirical, time dependent density functional theory and and
second-order multiconfigurational perturbation theory] agree that the first observed band at the absorption spectrum in solution is com-
posed of three electronic excitations very close in energy. Then, the electronic excitation around 340 nm–360 nm may populate the first three
excited states (π–π∗Lb, n–π∗, and π–π∗La). The ground state S0 and the first three excited states were analyzed using multi-configurational
calculations. The corresponding equilibrium geometries are all planar in vacuum. Considering the solvent effects in the electronic struc-
ture of the solute and in the solvent relaxation around the solute, it was identified that these three excited states can change the relative
order depending on the solvent polarity, and following the minimum path energy, internal conversions may occur. A consistent expla-
nation of the experimental data is obtained with the conclusive interpretation that the two bands observed in the fluorescent spectrum
of Prodan, in several solvents, are due to the emission from two independent states. Our results indicate that these are the n–π∗ S2
state with a small dipole moment at a lower emission energy and the π–π∗Lb S1 state with large dipole moment at a higher emission
energy.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0025013., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Prodan (2-dimethylamino-6-propionylnaphthalene, Fig. 1)
and its derivatives, such as Laurdan, are widely used in biologi-
cally relevant systems1–7 as fluorescent probes. It is very sensitive
to the environment with its remarkable emission spectrum shift-
ing by about 120 nm (6.4 × 103 cm−1 = 0.79 eV) from cyclohexane
(λmax = 400 nm = 25.5× 103 cm−1 = 3.16 eV) to water (λmax = 520 nm
= 19.1× 103 cm−1 = 2.37 eV).1,8–10 Inserted in biological membranes,
its emission spectra depend on the lipid bilayer phase (gel or fluid),

with the wavelength of the maximum of the spectrum shifting by
50 nm (2.4 × 103 cm−1 = 0.30 eV) from one phase to the other.3,7,11

The emission spectrum of Prodan is very peculiar because it is
broad and asymmetric and is composed by dual emission in several
distinct environments from nonpolar to polar solutions12–15 and also
in biological systems.7,11,16 The explanation for these dual emissions
is still a matter of discussion.17–20 The common hypothesis is that
the dual fluorescence comes from only one electronic state, the first
excited state S1, but with a higher emission energy coming from a
solvent-non-relaxed S1 state, the so-called locally excited (LE) state,
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FIG. 1. Prodan molecular structure.

and another with a lower emission energy coming from a solvent-
relaxed S1 state, the so-called internal charge transfer (ICT) state,
possibly also with an internal twist of the fluorophore (TICT).21–37

Other studies recognize some limitations of this hypothesis,
suggesting that more investigation is necessary to fully understand
the dual fluorescence of Prodan.8,10,14–19,36,38 Therefore, understand-
ing the origin of the dual emission decay mechanism is critical to
improve the applications of Prodan and its derivative as fluorescent
probes in biological environments.

It is important to note two consequences of this common
hypothesis of the dual emission of Prodan due to the solvent-non-
relaxed S1 state (higher emission energy E1 or λ1

−1, locally excited
state) and the solvent-relaxed S1 state (lower emission energy E2 or
λ2
−1, charge transfer excited state): (i) as the difference between the

two emitting states comes from the solute–solvent relaxation during
the emission process, one should expect a temperature dependence
of the emission spectrum shape due to the different kinetic energy,
which induces a faster relaxation and consequently an increase in
the fraction of the lower energy emission de-excitation with the
increase in temperature (increasing temperature→ increasing E2

exp

intensity or area), and (ii) as the relaxed S1 state is considered to
be a charge transfer excited state, one should expect a larger dipole
moment that induces a better stabilization in polar solvents and
consequently an increase in the fraction of the lower energy emis-
sion de-excitation with the increase in solvent polarity (increasing
polarity→ increasing E2

exp intensity or area). None of these depen-
dencies were observed experimentally. Indeed, the behavior of the
dual emission of Prodan (also its derivative Laurdan) was analyzed
with respect to the temperature and the solvent polarity variations
in an experimental study.10 The temperature was changed from 5 ○C
to 40 ○C, and no difference was observed in either the emission
spectra of Prodan or Laurdan (experimental observation: increas-
ing temperature → no change in E1

exp and E2
exp). This experimen-

tal information contradicts the first consequence of the common
hypothesis discussed above. Additionally, the effect of solvent polar-
ity was analyzed with two different and independent technics used to
decompose the emission spectra: the decomposition into two Gaus-
sian bands and the decay associated spectra methodology using time
resolved fluorescence. The maxima of the higher energy emission
band of Prodan in several solvents were measured, E1

exp = 25.5,
23.1, 22.9, 21.4, 20.1, and 19.1 × 103 cm−1 (λ1

exp = 393 nm, 433 nm,
437 nm, 467 nm, 496 nm, and 522 nm) for cyclohexane, chloro-
form, dichloromethane, acetonitrile, methanol, and water, respec-
tively, and for the lower energy emission band in the same sol-
vents, they were measured, E2

exp = 24.1, 21.8, 21.5, 20.3, 18.9, and

17.3 × 103 cm−1 (λ2
exp = 415 nm, 459 nm, 466 nm, 493 nm, 528 nm,

and 579 nm), respectively. Both emission bands are red shifted by
increasing the polarity of the solvent from cyclohexane to water
(experimental observation: increasing polarity ΔE1 and ΔE2 are red
shifted). These information can be shown in Fig. 2 where the experi-
mental fluorescent emission spectra of Prodan in cyclohexane and
water solutions, obtained in previous work,10 are shown together
with the two decomposed bands for each solvent. Comparing the
maximum intensity of these two decomposed bands, E1

exp and E2
exp,

and the band areas, it was obtained that the fraction of the lower
energy band is higher in cyclohexane than in water, decreasing as
the polarity of the solution increases, i.e., the intensities are 0.62,
0.54, 0.46, 0.34, 0.24, and 0.15 for the solvents, respectively, and
the area fractions are A2/AT = 61%, 52%, 43%, 36%, 26%, and 14%,
respectively.10 Therefore, the lower energy E2

exp emission is disfa-
vored as the solvent polarity increases, i.e., the amount of photons
emitted from the lower energy excited state is smaller in water than
in cyclohexane. This finding is in agreement with the previous study
performed in the ethanol/water mixture14 and ethanol/buffer mix-
ture.15 However, it is in conflict with the second consequence of the
common hypothesis discussed above. Therefore, a new hypothesis
for the dual fluorescence of Prodan (and Laurdan) in homogeneous
solvents is possible, where the two emission bands would come from
two different excited electronic states,10,14,15 where the lower energy
E2 emission state should have a small dipole moment (because this
state is unfavored with increasing polarity) and the higher energy E1
emission state should have a large dipole moment (because this state
is favored with increasing polarity). To verify this possibility or sug-
gest a new one, Monte Carlo (MC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations and quantum mechanics calculations were performed
in this work, along with experimental measures of the Prodan spec-
trum in different solvents. The low-lying excited electronic states

FIG. 2. Experimental fluorescent emission spectra of Prodan in cyclohexane and
water solutions (in black). Gaussian decomposition: higher energy E1 or λ1

−1 band
(in green), lower energy E2 or λ2

−1 band (in blue), and total band (in red). Data
obtained from Ref. 10.
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and deactivation mechanisms of Prodan were characterized in vac-
uum and in solvents, and also, the absorption and emission spectra
were computed.

Initially, the electronic transition energies of Prodan in some
solvents were calculated and compared with the experimental data
of the first band of the UV–visible absorption spectra. This moti-
vated us to obtain again the experimental absorption spectrum and
analyze also the broadening of the band. An excellent agreement
was found between the theoretical results and the experimental data,
and the important conclusion obtained from this comparison was
the existence of three electronic excitations in the first absorption
band. Therefore, by exciting Prodan at the wavelength of the max-
imum absorption of the first band, our calculations show that it is
possible to populate three different excited states. These combined
theoretical and experimental results along with the characterization
of the low-lying excited electronic states of the Prodan will be used
to support the hypothesis that Prodan fluorescent emission is due
to the decay of two independent states that are accessible in the
absorption band and can be populated when Prodan is excited with
energies around 27.8–29.5 × 103 cm−1 (360 nm–340 nm). These
two states are characterized with quantum mechanics (QM) calcula-
tions using different theoretical levels ranging from semi-empirical
to multi-configurational perturbation theory.

II. EXPERIMENT
To assist and complement our theoretical results for the absorp-

tion spectra of Prodan in different solvents, these spectra were
measured experimentally in this work.

A. Materials and methods
The fluorophores Prodan and Laurdan were purchased from

Molecular Probes Inc. (Eugene, OR, USA) and the solvents cyclo-
hexane, chloroform, dichloromethane, acetonitrile, and methanol
from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Water was Milli-Q Plus
(Millipore), pH ∼ 6.0. Stock solutions of the fluorophore in chloro-
form (1.5 mM) were used in all experiments. Appropriated amounts
of these solutions were transferred to glass flasks using calibrated
glass microsyringes. Chloroform was evaporated under a stream of
dry N2. The dry residue was dissolved in the desired solvent to obtain
the fluorophore concentration of 4.0 μM. pH was measured for all
samples in water, and no change was observed (pH ∼ 6.0).

The electronic absorption spectra were measured with a Cary-
50 spectrophotometer (Varian Australia PTY Ltd., Mulgrave, VIC,
Australia) with the temperature fixed at 25 ○C ± 1 ○C with a single
cell Peltier temperature controller. All data shown are averages of at
least three experiments.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. Solute polarization in solution

The solvent effects in the electronic states (ground and excited
states) and in the transition energies were taken into account
using the sequential Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics
(S-QM/MM) methodology,39–41 unless the polarizable continuum
model (PCM)42 were stated.

The S-QM/MM methodology is a two steps procedure: first,
MM simulations were performed considering the solute surrounded
by the solvent in a specific thermodynamic condition, and then,
QM calculations were performed in solute–solvent configurations
obtained from the MM simulations to provide averaged electronic
properties. Usually, after the simulations, a statistical analysis is
performed39 and 100 statistically uncorrelated solute–solvent con-
figurations (less than 10% of statistical correlation) were selected
and submitted to QM calculations to obtain averaged solute elec-
tronic properties at a specific thermodynamic condition. This pro-
cedure was successfully used for several properties such as solute
polarization,39,43 UV–vis absorption spectrum,40,41,44,45 and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) properties,46 where the solvent was
used in the QM calculations either as electrostatic embedding
only or in addition to some closer explicit solvent molecules. For
the cases where the solvent effect is treated only by the electro-
static embedding, we have shown that the average of 100 QM cal-
culations can be represented by one QM calculation performed
with the Average Solvent Electrostatic Configuration (ASEC).47

This makes it possible to compute properties of the excited elec-
tronic states in a very efficient way considering the effect of the
environment.

The solute polarization was obtained using the ASEC in an
iterative-QM/MM polarization procedure.44–47 The iteration starts
with a MM simulation of the solute–solvent system where the classi-
cal electrostatic potential uses atomic charges of the solute obtained
from the QM calculation in vacuum or from a previous PCM calcu-
lation. Then, after the simulations, the solvent distribution around
the solute is obtained to generate the ASEC, and a new QM cal-
culation is performed, recalculating new solute atomic charges to
start a following iteration step. This procedure is repeated several
times until reaching converged atomic charges or dipole moment.
In the case of Prodan, we obtained the atomic charges with the
CHELPG procedure48 for the electrostatic fitting calculated at the
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level for the ground state and with the Electro-
Static Potential Fitted method (ESPF)49 at the CASSCF/ANO-L level
for the ground and excited states. Then, for both QM levels (MP2
and CASSCF), an ASEC electrostatic embedding of the solvent was
used to include the electronic polarization of the solute ground state
(S0) in different solvents. Also, the iterative polarization procedure
was performed for the first three excited electronic states (π–π∗La,
π–π∗Lb, and n–π∗) only with CASSCF to obtain the Prodan elec-
tron density in electrostatic equilibrium with the water solution, as
performed before.44–47,50 It is important to note that this polarization
procedure allows the relaxation of the electronic density of the solute
in the presence of the solvent. Therefore, when the polarizations of
the excited states are performed at the S0 geometry, the instanta-
neous relaxed electronic state in solution is obtained to describe the
vertical excitation. However, when the polarizations are performed
at the corresponding equilibrium excited state geometry, the fully
relaxed electronic state in the solution is obtained to describe the
emission transition. Here, as the excited states geometries of Pro-
dan were optimized in vacuum, the solvent effect in the geometry
relaxation was not taken into account. However, to consider this
geometry relaxation solvent effect, it is necessary to analyze the pos-
sibility of new force field parameters to avoid the bias and prop-
erly describe the equilibrium excited state geometries in the MM
simulations.
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B. Absorption and emission spectra
The absorption spectra were calculated using four differ-

ent methods: (1) Time Dependent Density Functional Theory
(TD-DFT)51 using the B3LYP functional and 6-311G(d) basis
set with the solvent treated as the polarizable continuum model
(PCM).42 This method will be called TD-B3LYP/PCM; (2) semi-
empirical Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap with single
excitations in the Configuration Interaction method (INDO-CIS)
using the original spectroscopic parameterization52 with the sol-
vent included as the Self-Consistent Reaction Field (SCRF).53,54 This
method will be called INDO-CIS/SCRF; (3) semi-empirical INDO-
CIS with the solvent included as explicit molecules using solute–
solvent configurations obtained from the molecular mechanics sim-
ulation with either methods: Molecular Dynamics (MD) or Monte
Carlo (MC). This method will be called INDO-CIS/explicit. It uses
several solute–solvent configurations characterizing the solution at
a specific thermodynamic condition. Then, naturally, it provides
inhomogeneous contribution to the band broadening. The details
of the simulations are given below; (4) single-state second order
multi-configurational perturbation theory (CASPT2)55 based on a
multi-state Complete Active Space Self-Consisted Field (CASSCF)
wave function.56 This method was used to compute the absorp-
tion spectrum of the Prodan, but also to characterize the low-lying
excited electronic states and compute the emission spectrum, both
in vacuum and in water solution treated with PCM and with ASEC
electrostatic embedding. This method will be called CASPT2/PCM
and CASPT2/ASEC. The active space of CASSCF calculations cor-
relates 12 electrons in 12 orbitals, termed CASSCF(12, 12). The
active orbitals are the five π and six π∗ that better describe the
two lowest π–π∗ excited states, and the oxygen lone-pair orbital
was added to describe the lowest n–π∗ excited state. The ANO-L
basis set57,58 was used with the contraction scheme C, O and N
(14s9p4d)/[4s3p1d], H (8s4p)/[2s1p]. The ground and excited elec-
tronic states were optimized at the same level using CASSCF/ANO-
L-4s3p1d/2s1p in vacuum. The vibration frequencies were also cal-
culated to ensure the equilibrium geometry of each state, and the
total energy was corrected by the zero-point energy and vibrational
entropy.

The ground state equilibrium geometry of the Prodan was pre-
viously obtained by Vequi-Suplicy et al.43 This planar geometry,
generated with the DFT/B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, does not show sig-
nificant changes when optimized in vacuum or in solution (treated
as PCM). This behavior persisted even using two additional basis
sets [6-311+G(d) and aug-cc-pVDZ]. For comparison with the pre-
vious result, this geometry was also used in the calculation of the
absorption spectrum of Prodan in solution with three methods:
TD-B3LYP/PCM, INDO-CIS/SCRF, and INDO-CIS/Explicit.

All the semi-empirical calculations were performed with the
ZINDO program,59 the DFT calculations were performed with
the Gaussian03 program package,60 and the multi-configurational
calculations were performed with the MOLCAS 7.6 program
package.61

C. Molecular mechanics simulations
The Molecular Mechanics simulations were performed using

the standard Monte Carlo (MC) method with the Metropolis sam-
pling technique62 with the solute rigid in the optimized geometry.

Nevertheless, to take into account the effect of the intramolecu-
lar degree of freedom, Molecular Dynamics (MD) was also per-
formed. The MD flexibility is expected to mostly affect the C==O
stretch in water due to the formation of hydrogen bonds (HBs)
and possible rotations between the aromatic ring and the other
groups. The isothermal–isobaric NPT ensemble at room temper-
ature and pressure conditions (298 K and 1 atm) was used in
both the MC and MD simulations. One Prodan and 1000 water
molecules or 500 molecules of the other solvents (acetonitrile,
dichloromethane, and cyclohexane) were considered in a rectan-
gular box with periodic boundary conditions and minimum image
method. The intramolecular parameters of Prodan used in flexi-
ble simulation were obtained from the all-atom Optimized Poten-
tials for Liquid Simulations (OPLS/AA) force field.63 However, the
equilibrium bond distances and angles were used from the opti-
mized geometry with QM calculation with the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level and the rotational angles between the aromatic rings and the
–N(CH3)2 and the –COCH2CH3 groups (φO−C−C−C, φC−N−C−C,
and φH−C−N−C) were reparametrized to describe QM energy profile
with the same level. The intermolecular interactions were described
by the Lennard-Jones plus Coulomb potentials with three param-
eters for each interacting site (εi, σi, and qi for an atom i). The
Lennard-Jones, εi and σi, parameters for the Prodan were obtained
from the all-atom Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations
(OPLS/AA) force field,63 and the atomic charges, qi, of the Coulomb
potential were obtained with QM calculations polarized in the pres-
ence of the solvent with an iterative-QM/MM polarization proce-
dure,44–47 as discussed in Sec. III A.

The geometry and the parameters used for the solvents were
the simple point charge model (SPC/E)64 for water, the param-
eters of Bohm et al.65 for acetonitrile, and the OPLS-AA63 for
dichloromethane and cyclohexane in the chair conformation.

The MC simulation consisted of a thermalization stage of
1.2 × 108 MC steps, followed by an equilibrium stage of 1.5 × 108

MC steps, where in each step, one molecule was randomly selected
to translate and rotate according to the Metropolis sampling tech-
nique. A thermalized configuration obtained from the MC sim-
ulation was used to start the MD simulations. A thermalization
phase of 3 ns was performed to equilibrate the kinetic and poten-
tial energy, and the MD simulation was carried out for 6 ns more.
The time step was 0.1 fs. To solve the equations of motion, the
integrator method was the velocity-Verlet.66 To keep the temper-
ature and pressure constant, the Berendsen thermostat and baro-
stat were used.67 All the MC simulations were performed with the
DICE program,68,69 and the MD was performed using the TINKER
program.70,71

After the simulations, 100 statistically uncorrelated configu-
rations of the solute–solvent system were selected and submitted
to QM calculations of the absorption energies. The configurations
selected for the QM calculation were composed by one Prodan
molecule, the first solvation shell as explicit solvent molecules, and
the second solvation shell treated as an electrostatic embedding
using the atomic charges of the solvent molecules (obtained from
the classical force field). The calculations were first performed using
the semi-empirical INDO-CIS method considering all occupied and
unoccupied valence orbitals, i.e., a full CIS considering 43 occu-
pied orbitals and 44 unoccupied. Another set of QM calculations
was performed with 100 statistically uncorrelated configurations to
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generate ASEC where all solvent molecules are treated as an electro-
static embedding described by atomic point charges.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Geometry, polarization, and solvation

The optimized geometry of Prodan in the ground state S0
obtained with the B3LYP/6-31G(d) method is a planar structure
with a small bending of the methyl groups bonded to the nitro-
gen atom (φC−N−CH3−CH3 = 165.3○), in good agreement with the
x-ray crystallographic structure.30 The calculated value of the dipole
moment is 5.8 D in vacuum with MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ (see Table I).
In the solvent environment, the electronic state relaxes due to the
solvent interaction, and the dipole moment increases to 6.1 D,
7.7 D, 8.0 D, and 10.2 D in cyclohexane, dichloromethane, ace-
tonitrile, and water, respectively, as discussed before43 using the
iterative-QM/MM procedure with MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ. The polar-
ization of Prodan in solution increases with the solvent polarity,
and the effect of the water is remarkable with an increase of 176%.
Analyzing the charge distribution of the Prodan in vacuum (non-
polarization), there is a small charge separation between the elec-
tron donor and acceptor groups [qi(N)–qi(O) = 0.16 e] but a large
local charge separation in the C==O bond [qi(C)–qi(O) = 0.80 e].
In solution, the charge separation between the electron donor and
acceptor groups increases with the solvent polarity [qi(N)–qi(O)
= 0.25, 0.30, 0.26, and 0.47e for cyclohexane, dichloromethane, ace-
tonitrile, and water, respectively], and the local charge separation
in the C==O bond increases even more [qi(C)–qi(O) = 0.99, 1.10,
1.06, and 1.36 e, respectively]. The electronic distribution of Pro-
dan is very sensitive to the environment and hence subjected to
considerable polarization.

The geometry of the ground state S0 obtained with CASSCF/
ANO-L in vacuum is similar to the one optimized with the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) method discussed above. The vertical excited states (in the
S0 equilibrium geometry) π–π∗Lb, n–π∗, and π–π∗La are close in
energy, within 0.3 eV (2.2 × 103 cm−1), but they have quite dif-
ferent electronic structure that leads to the dipole moments of 5.7,

1.5, and 11.4D, respectively, in vacuum. Therefore, comparing their
dipole moment with the ground state S0 (5.3D), the π–π∗Lb state
has a similar value, the n–π∗ state has a much smaller value, and
the π–π∗La state has a much larger value. These three excited states
relax to their equilibrium geometry, stabilizing by 0.3 eV, 1.2 eV,
and 0.7 eV, respectively. The geometry differences of the relaxed
low-lying excited states in vacuum compared to the ground state are
small, mostly the planarity of the amino group and the C==O dis-
tance. The π–π∗Lb, n–π∗, and π–π∗La equilibrium geometries are
fully planar, i.e., with a planar improper dihedral angle between the
methyl groups bonded to the nitrogen atom and the aromatic rings,
φC−N−CH3−CH3 = 179○ for π–π∗Lb and 180○ for n–π∗ and π–π∗La.
Moreover, the C==O distances are dCO = 1.225 Å for S0, 1.210 Å for
π–π∗Lb 1, 1.357 Å for n–π∗, and 1.216 Å for π–π∗La. Additionally,
for the n–π∗ geometry, there are variations of the related angles,
such as θO−C−CH2 = 120○ for S0, π–π∗Lb, and π–π∗La and 113○ for
n–π∗. The main difference between the equilibrium geometry of the
π–π∗La and π–π∗Lb is a small reduction in the distance of the nitro-
gen atom and the carbon of the rings, dNC = 1.385 Å for π–π∗La and
1.339 Å for π–π∗Lb. All the Cartesian coordinates of the four equi-
librium geometries (S0, π–π∗Lb, n–π∗, and π–π∗La) are presented in
the supplementary material.

The geometry optimizations and the minimum energy path
(MEP) for the three low-lying excited states were performed also
in geometries with rotations at the –N(CH3)2 and –COCH2CH3
groups. However, in vacuum, the planar geometries were found to
be the most stables with lower energies.

Using the equilibrium geometry for each one of the four
electronic states of Prodan, the charge distribution was calculated
in vacuum and in aqueous solution with CASSCF/ANO-L/ESPF
using the iterative-QM/MM procedure with ASEC. The calculated
values of the dipole moment in vacuum are μvac(S0) = 5.3 D, μvac(π
–π∗Lb) = 5.8 D, μvac(n–π∗) = 1.6 D, and μvac(π–π∗La) = 11.2 D
(see Table I). Therefore, the relaxation to the equilibrium geome-
try has only a small effect in the dipole moment of the excited states
compared with the vertically excited states (in the S0 geometry). On
the other hand, the solvent effect is considerable. Their fully relaxed
dipole moments in water are μwat(S0) = 9.1 D, μwat(π–π∗Lb) = 9.7 D,

TABLE I. The atomic charges (in e) of some atoms, C==O and N, and the dipole moment (in D) of Prodan in vacuum and in
aqueous solution are shown. The values are calculated for the ground state (S0) and for the three low-lying relaxed excited
states (π–π∗Lb, n–π∗, and π–π∗La) with CASSCF/ANO-L/ESPF. The values for the vertical exited states are shown in
parentheses. For comparison, the atomic charges of the S0 were also calculated with MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/CHELPG.

S0 (MP2) S0 (CASSCF) π–π∗Lb (CASSCF) n–π∗ (CASSCF) π–π∗La (CASSCF)

Vacuum
qi(C) 0.36 0.34 0.48 0.04 0.37
qi(O) −0.44 −0.42 −0.59 −0.15 −0.52
qi(N) −0.28 −0.18 −0.07 −0.03 −0.03
μ 5.8 5.3 5.8(5.7) 1.6(1.5) 11.2(11.4)
In water
qi(C) 0.60 0.86 0.66 −0.10 0.45
qi(O) −0.76 −0.88 −0.87 −0.22 −0.89
qi(N) −0.29 −0.09 −0.05 −0.21 −0.17
μ 10.2 9.1 9.7(9.7) 2.7(4.8) 17.2(17.9)
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μwat(n–π∗) = 2.7, and μwat(π–π∗La) = 17.2 D. The electronic polar-
ization of the Prodan in water is remarkable with an increase in the
dipole moment of 160% in the S0, 167% at π–π∗Lb, 181% in the
n–π∗, and 154% in the π–π∗La, considering the relaxed equilib-
rium geometry of each state optimized in vacuum. These dipole
moment values are also presented in Table I together with some
relevant atomic charges. The complete sets of atomic charges (in
vacuum and polarized in water) are presented in the supplementary
material, together with the dipole moment evolutions during the
iterative-QM/MM polarization procedure.

Comparing the ground state S0 with the π–π∗Lb, n–π∗
and π–π∗La excited states, it was found that the π–π∗Lb state has
a dipole moment slightly larger than the S0 [μwat(S0) = 9.1 D and
μwat(π–π∗Lb) = 9.7 D], but the n–π∗ state has a large decrease
[μwat(n–π∗) = 2.7 D], and the π–π∗La state has a large increase
[μwat(π–π∗La) = 17.2 D].

Recently, Baral et al.72 studied the relaxation of the first excited
state S1 (HOMO → LUMO) of Prodan in several solvents (hex-
ane, acetone, octanol, ethanol, methanol, and water) using a the-
oretical procedure and ultrafast time-resolved transient absorption
measurements. Comparing the Prodan molecular orbital calculated
by them and by us, we identified that the reported S1 state is the
π–π∗La state (see the discussion about the excited states in Sec. IV
C). They used an iterative-QM/MM procedure, similar to ours,
where the QM calculations are performed with many-body Green
functions within the GW approximation and the Bethe–Salpeter
equation (GW-BSE). The MM simulations were made with the MD
simulations, recalculating the atomic charges of the Prodan at the
S1 state with electrostatic embedding in each iterative step. In hex-
ane, they obtained the vertical non-relaxed dipole moment of 5.50
D and the fully relaxed μhex(S1) = 10.98 D, and in water, the vertical
non-relaxed moment is ∼9 D and the fully relaxed μhex(S1) moment
is ∼24 D, showing a remarkable polarization and relaxation effects
of the Prodan S1 around 200% in hexane and 266% in water. These
values are larger than our calculated values and the reason may come
from two differences: (i) the QM methods are different, which can
underestimate or overestimate the solvent interaction with the solute
wavefunction and (ii) we performed the MM simulation of Pro-
dan in solution with rigid geometry and Baral et al.72 used flexible
Prodan geometry, considering the geometry relaxation due to the
solvent interactions. However, since they used the same force field
bonded parameters for the ground state S0 and the first excited state
S1, a similar geometry of both states is implicitly assumed and this is
in qualitative agreement with the π–π∗La geometry obtained in this
work.

The solvation shells around Prodan are determined using the
minimum distance distribution function (MDDF),73,74 and the effect
of the polarization of the solute due to the solvent is analyzed.
The MDDFs between Prodan in the ground state S0 and the stud-
ied solvents are presented in the supplementary material. For the
solvents cyclohexane, dichloromethane, and acetonitrile, no signif-
icant changes were observed in the average solvation shells using
the non-polarized and polarized sets of atomic charges of Prodan
using MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ/CHELPG. However, for the aqueous solu-
tion, although the number of water molecules in the solvation shells
remains the same, an increase in the number of hydrogen bonds was
observed. The quantity of solvent molecules in the first and second
solvation shells was 20 (up to 4.15 Å) and 77 (from 4.15 Å to 9.35 Å)

for cyclohexane, 24 (up to 4.65 Å) and 80 (from 4.65 Å to 8.55 Å) for
dichloromethane, 29 (up to 4.15 Å) and 100 (from 4.15 Å to 7.95 Å)
for acetonitrile, and 56 (up to 4.05 Å) and 231 (from 4.05 Å to 7.95 Å)
for water. For the polarized Prodan in water, it is possible to observe
a small peak in the MDDF around 1.70 Å that is characteristic of
hydrogen bonds (HBs) between Prodan and water molecules. The
number of water molecules in the solvation shells is still the same for
the four electronic states, S0, S1, S2, and S3, but the number of HBs
differs.

B. Absorption spectra
The experimental absorption spectra of the fluorophore Pro-

dan and Laurdan in the six solvents are presented in supplementary
material. In Fig. 3, only the first absorption band is shown
along with the calculated excitation energies. As can be seen,
this band is very broad in all solvents. Therefore, when refer-
ring to the experimental value one should consider that this
is the band maximum of a considerably broad absorption
band.

The results obtained with INDO-CIS/SCRF and TD-B3LYP/
PCM for the first three excitations are presented as vertical lines in
Fig. 3. For the INDO-CIS/explicit, the excitations were calculated
for 100 solute–solvent configurations obtained from the simulations.
This leads naturally to band broadening, and the three calculated
excitations are presented in Fig. 3 as histograms, giving a very good
description of the observed band. In the case of water, the solute–
solvent configurations were generated with two simulation methods:
MC and MD. The difference between them is the flexibility of the
solute. As shown in Fig. 3, the outcome of 100 QM calculations with
the INDO-CIS/explicit using solute–solvent configurations obtained
from the MC simulation (with rigid solute) presents a broaden-
ing caused by the diversity of solvent positions around the solute
and, in the case of MD simulation, (with flexibly solute) presents
an even broader distribution of excitation energy due to the solute
deformation. This describes very well the broadening of this first
absorption band in water. Analyzing the Prodan conformations dur-
ing the MD simulation, the planarity was maintained with rotational
angle variations between the aromatic rings and the –N(CH3)2 and
the –COCH2CH3 groups around ±15○, but mostly, the deforma-
tion comes from the C==O stretch caused by the hydrogen bond
formed between the Prodan and the water molecules. In cyclohex-
ane, dichloromethane, and acetonitrile, we see the separation of the
first three excitations (solid histogram in red for the n–π∗ and in blue
for the π–π∗) of 100 solute–solvent configurations obtained with the
MC simulation.

All methods used in this work agree that the first experimen-
tal band is composed of three excitations: one n–π∗ and the two
π–π∗ transitions. In nonpolar environments (vacuum, cyclohexane,
and dichloromethane), the INDO-CIS/explicit, INDO-CIS/SCRF,
and the TD-B3LYP/PCM calculations show the n–π∗ as the first
transition followed by the two π–π∗. In polar solvents (acetoni-
trile and water), the n–π∗ transition becomes the second excited
state. This is easy to understand because in more polar solvents,
the n–π∗ transition shifts to the blue (higher energy), whereas
the π–π∗ transitions shift to the red (lower energy). This is sum-
marized in Table II. The experimental excitation energies (and
wavelengths) presented at Table II correspond to the maximum
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FIG. 3. Absorption spectra of Prodan in several solvents: (a) in water, (b) in acetonitrile, (c) in dichloromethane, and (d) in cyclohexane. Black solid line is the experimental
result (this work). Vertical lines are the first three excitations calculated with INDO-CIS/SCRF (dashed) and B3LYP/PCM (dotted). The histograms (in red is n–π∗ and in blue
is π–π∗ excitations) are the excitations calculated with INDO-CIS/explicit for 100 different solute–solvent configurations obtained with MC simulations for all solvent (solid
histogram) and with the MD simulation (open histogram) only for water.

absorption. However, to compare with the theoretical results, it is
important to consider the large broadening of this band, as shown
in Fig. 3.

The excitation energies (Table II) calculated with CASPT2 are
larger than those calculated with B3LYP or the two INDO-CIS
models and also the experimental data. Comparing CASPT2/ASEC
with B3LYP/PCM or INDO-CIS/explicit, the first π–π∗ excitation
in water differs by 4.0 or 3.2 × 103 cm−1, respectively. In changing
from vacuum to water using the CASPT2/ASEC method, the solvent
shift in absorption is −1.5 × 103 cm−1 for the first π–π∗ excitation,
−0.7 × 103 cm−1 for the n–π∗ excitation, and −2.6 × 103 cm−1 for
the second π–π∗ excitation. The experimental solvent shift going
from a nonpolar solvent (cyclohexane) to a polar solvent (water) is
−1.5 × 103 cm−1. Therefore, the solvent shift of the first π–π∗ exci-
tation represents the best agreement between the CASPT2/ASEC
method and the experimental data. These values are comparable
to the shifts obtained with the other theoretical models, shown
in Table II. Despite obtaining large excitation energies, the results
at the CASPT2 level agree that the first observed band should be

composed of three low-lying transitions. The separation between
these three transitions amounts to 3.0 × 103 cm−1 and is still much
less that the broadening experimentally observed to the first absorp-
tion band. Then, we conclude that all theoretical models adopted
here agree that the first absorption band of Prodan in solution is
composed by vertical excitations from the ground state to three dif-
ferent excited states, one n–π∗ and two π–π∗ states, where the first
π–π∗ excitation represents the best agreement between theoretical
and experimental solvent shift.

There are several previous studies that report theoretical results
of the absorption energies of Prodan in vacuum.20,22,30,31,75 Most
of these results underestimate the first transition and overesti-
mate the second when compared with the results in Table II.
In two previous papers,19,36 using the PCM model for the sol-
vent obtained results that are in good agreement with the exper-
imental data. Therefore, considering Fig. 3 and Table II, it is
possible to conclude that the absorption spectra of Prodan in
all the solvents considered are well described by three electronic
excitations.
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TABLE II. Calculated vertical excitation energies for Prodan in vacuum and in different solvents calculated with four different methods. In the case of the explicit solvent, the
values were obtained with the average over 100 solute–solvent configurations selected from MC simulations for all solvents except for water that is from the MD simulation. The
values are in 103 cm−1 and in parentheses in nm. The experimental values are the energy of the band maximum shown in Fig. 3 and obtained in this work. The asterisk indicates
n–π∗ transition, in brackets indicate the CASPT2/ASEC method, and in boldface is the best agreement with the experimental energy of maximum absorption (Eabs

exp). The
experimental values10 for the higher emission energy E1

exp and lower emission energy E2
exp are shown, and the Stokes shift [ΔE1

exp(SS) = E1
exp − Eabs

exp and ΔE2
exp(SS)

= E2
exp − Eabs

exp] are also shown.

Excitation Vacuum Cyclohexane Dichloromethane Acetonitrile Water

Method: INDO-CIS/Explicit
First 26.7 (375)∗ 26.6 ± 0.1 (376)∗ 26.9 ± 0.3 (372)∗ 26.2 ± 0.3 (382) 27.2 ± 1.2 (368)
Second 29.1 (343) 29.0 ± 0.1 (345) 28.5 ± 0.5 (351) 28.5 ± 0.5 (351)∗ 28.5 ± 0.7 (351)∗
Third 30.0 (333) 30.2 ± 0.1 (331) 30.0 ± 0.3 (333) 30.7 ± 0.3 (326) 28.5 ± 1.1 (351)
Method: INDO-CIS/SCRF
First 26.7 (375)∗ 26.9 (372)∗ 27.6 (362)∗ 27.6 (363) 27.5 (364)
Second 29.1 (343) 28.8 (347) 28.0 (357) 27.9 (359)∗ 27.9 (358)∗

Third 30.0 (333) 30.0 (333) 29.1 (343) 29.1 (344) 28.8 (348)
Method: TD-B3LYP/PCM
First 28.0 (370)∗ 27.1 (370)∗ 26.5 (377)∗ 26.4 (379) 26.4 (379)
Second 30.3 (331) 29.9 (334) 29.5 (339) 29.4 (340)∗ 29.4 (340)∗

Third 30.3 (330) 30.8 (325) 31.5 (318) 32.0 (313) 31.7 (316)
Method: CASPT2/PCM[ASEC]
First 31.9 (313) . . . . . . . . . 30.6 (327) [30.4]
Second 32.0 (313)∗ . . . . . . . . . 31.9 (313) [31.3]
Third 34.4 (291) . . . . . . . . . 33.6 (298)∗[31.8]

Absorption energy Eabs
exp 29.1 (344) 28.2 (354) 28.2 (354) 27.6 (362)

High energy emission E1
exp 25.5 (393) 22.9 (437) 21.4 (467) 19.1 (522)

Low energy emission E2
exp 24.1 (415) 21.5 (466) 20.3 (493) 17.3 (579)

Stokes shift ΔE1
exp(SS) −3.6 −5.3 −6.8 −8.5

Stokes shift ΔE2
exp(SS) −5.0 −6.7 −7.9 −10.3

C. The excited electronic states and the emission
spectrum

To analyze the excited states of Prodan, we use the more
adequate CASSCF and CASPT2 methods. The low-lying excited
electronic states were first identified from the absorption transi-
tions computed at the CASPT2 level in vacuum. Three relevant
excited electronic states were identified. The π–π∗Lb state is the first
π–π∗ electronic state in vacuum mainly described by the transi-
tions HOMO −1 → LUMO and HOMO → LUMO +1, while the
n–π∗ state is characterized by the transition from the oxygen lone-
pair orbital (HOMO-3) to the LUMO +1 and the π–π∗Lb state is
mainly described by the HOMO → LUMO transition. The molecu-
lar orbitals characterizing these electronic states are shown in Fig. 4.
These orbitals are in good agreement with those obtained by Baral
et al.72 using QM calculations with the GW-BSE level.

To better analyze the photophysics of Prodan in vacuum and
in water solution, the energies of the ground and three excited elec-
tronic states were recalculated with the CASPT2 level using the equi-
librium geometries obtained with the CASSCF(12, 12) level in vac-
uum. Therefore, 16 CASPT2 calculations were performed to obtain
the electronic energies of four electronic states (S0, π–π∗Lb, n–π∗,
and π–π∗La) in the equilibrium geometry of each four state obtained
with CASSCF. This method will be called CASPT2//CASSCF. The

energy differences (corrected by zero-point energy and vibrational
entropy) from the ground state S0 to the excited states π–π∗Lb,
n–π∗, and π–π∗La are presented in Table III, and these energy values
were used to make a schematic representation of the Prodan photo-
physics shown in Fig. 5 [in vacuum (a) and in aqueous solution (b)].
In the x-axis, the geometries were ordered in the sequence n–π∗,
π–π∗Lb, S0, and π–π∗La to describe the symbolic reaction coordi-
nates. This order is arbitrary but was selected in the way to repro-
duce a well-behaved minimum energy profile of the ground state.
In Fig. 5, the photophysics of Prodan is schematically summarized
including some important energy differences presented at Table III.
The gray region indicated in Fig. 5(a) shows an important char-
acteristic of this molecular system, since excitation energies from
about 31.9 to 34.2 × 103 cm−1 (292 nm–313 nm) could populate the
first three excited electronic states, as they are very close in energy.
In water, the excitation energies range from about 30.4 to 31.8
× 103 cm−1 (329 nm–314 nm) and also could populate the first three
excited electronic states.

Taking into account that the n–π∗ excited state is a dark state
due to the weak oscillator strength of the electronic transition, it is
expected that the π–π∗Lb and π–π∗La states are the main populated
states upon the Franck–Condon absorption transition. Following
the minimum energy path (MEP) of these three states in vacuum
and in water, it can be observed that internal conversions may occur.
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FIG. 4. Molecular orbitals involved in the electron transition of the three lowest excited electronic states: π–π∗La is dominated by HOMO → LUMO transition, π–π∗Lb is
dominated by a combination of HOMO→ LUMO +1 and HOMO −1→ LUMO transitions, and n–π∗ is dominated by HOMO −3→ LUMO +1 transition.

TABLE III. Transition energies (in 103 cm−1) of Prodan calculated at the CASPT2//CASSCF level in vacuum and in water
using PCM and ASEC electrostatic embedding obtained with MC simulations. In boldface, the absorption transition energy
(S0–S1) and the emission transition energy (S1–S0, S2–S0, and S3–S0) were highlighted. The calculated Stokes shift
[ΔE1

cal(SS) = E1
cal − Eabs

cal and ΔE2
cal(SS) = E2

cal − Eabs
cal] is also shown in comparison with the experimental data

presented at Table II.

Vacuum PCM (water) ASEC (water)

Franck Condon S0 geometry
π–π∗Lb 31.9 S0–S1 31.9 S0–S2 31.3 S0–S2
n–π∗ 32.0 S0–S2 33.6 S0–S3 31.8 S0–S3
π–π∗La 34.2 S0–S3 30.6 S0–S1 30.4 S0–S1

π–π∗Lb equilibrium geometry
π–π∗Lb 29.7 S1–S0 29.3 S2–S0 29.3 S2–S0
n–π∗ 29.9 S2–S0 31.5 S1–S0 32.4 S1–S0
π–π∗La 33.5 S3–S0 30.8 S3–S0 30.1 S3–S0

n–π equilibrium geometry
n–π∗ 22.5 S2–S0 24.8 S3–S0 21.4 S3–S0
π–π∗Lb 30.4 S1–S0 30.4 S2–S0 31.1 S2–S0
π–π∗La 31.5 S3–S0 27.5 S1–S0 36.1 S1–S0

π–π∗La equilibrium geometry
π–π∗La 30.6 S3–S0 27.3 S1–S0 25.3 S1–S0
π–π∗Lb 29.2 S1–S0 30.3 S2–S0 26.0 S2–S0
n–π∗ 31.7 S2–S0 31.7 S3–S0 33.0 S3–S0

Stokes shift of high energy
ΔE1

cal(SS) −2.2 S1–S0 (π–π∗Lb) −3.3 S2–S0 (π–π∗La) −5.1 S1–S0 (π–π∗La)
ΔE1

exp(SS) −3.6 −8.5 −8.5
Stokes shift of low energy
ΔE2

cal(SS) −9.4 S2–S0 (n–π∗) −5.8 S3–S0 (n–π∗) −9.0 S3–S0 (n–π∗)
ΔE2

exp(SS) −5.0 −10.3 −10.3
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FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the photophysics of the Prodan in vacuum (a) and water (b) using the CASPT2//CASSCF level with the solvent described by the ASEC
electrostatic embedding. The energy is the total internal energy corrected by zero-point energy and vibrational entropy. The π–π∗ states are represented in blue and the
n–π∗ state in red. The values (in x 103 cm−1) were presented in Table III.

These possible internal conversions between excited states of Prodan
were not investigated in this work, but it shows clearly that the study
of only S1 state is not enough to describe the complex dual fluores-
cence of Prodan in solution and even more complex heterogeneous
environment such as phospholipid membranes.

The n–π∗ state is the lowest excited state at its correspond-
ing equilibrium geometry in vacuum and in water. The calculated
emission transition energy S3 → S0 in water is 21.4 × 103 cm−1

that is 4.1 × 103 cm−1 larger than the experimental lower energy
emission E2

exp = 17.3 × 103 cm−1 in water (see Table II). For the
absorption transition energy of the π–π∗La state, the calculated
value with CASPT2/ASEC method, Eabs

cal = 30.4 × 103 cm−1, is also
overestimated compared with the experimental data, Eabs

exp = 27.6
× 103 cm−1 (see Table II). Therefore, the calculated Stokes shift of
the lower energy ΔE2

cal(SS) = −9.0 (21.4–30.4) x 103 cm−1 is in
good agreement with the experimental value ΔE2

exp(SS) = −10.3
× 103 cm−1, as shown in Table III.

The S1 state is the second lowest excited states of Prodan in vac-
uum and in water. However, in vacuum, it is the π–π∗Lb state, and in
water, it changes to the π–π∗La state. In water, the calculated emis-
sion transition energy S1 → S0 is 25.3 × 103 cm−1. This energy is also
overestimated in comparison with the experimental higher energy
emission in water, E1

exp = 19.1 × 103 cm−1 (see Table II). The cal-
culated value for the Stokes shift of the higher energy is ΔE1

cal(SS)
= −5.1 (=25.3–30.4) × 103 cm−1, in agreement with the experimen-
tal Stokes shift in water, ΔE1

exp(SS) = −8.5 × 103 cm−1, as shown in
Table III.

The calculated values for the Stokes shifts of the high and
low energies of Prodan in vacuum, ΔE1

cal(SS) = −2.2 × 103 cm−1

and ΔE2
cal(SS) = −9.4 × 103 cm−1 (Table III), were compared with

the experimental measurements of the absorption transition and
the dual fluorescent of Prodan in cyclohexane (Tables II and III),
ΔE1

exp(SS) = −3.6 × 103 cm−1 and ΔE2
exp(SS) = −5.0 × 103 cm−1.

Both Stokes shifts are for the red side and have a qualitative agree-
ment showing a smaller shift for the high energyΔE1 than for the low
energy, ΔE1(SS) < ΔE2(SS). For the low energy Stokes shift ΔE2(SS),

our results are overestimated by −4.4 × 103 cm−1 compared with
the experimental data probably because we are not considering the
non-equilibrium solvation situation. The non-equilibrium solvation
initially describes the situation when the solute is in the excited state,
but the solvent molecules did not have enough time to relax their
distribution around the solute and followed by the dynamic cou-
pling between the relaxation of the solvent and the solute in the
excited state. Usually, calculations on this situation show initially
a smaller Stokes shift due to the larger similarity of the solvated
ground state and the non-relaxed solvated excited state, but it will
dynamically evolve to the equilibrium situation where the solvent
will be completely equilibrated with the charge distribution of the
excited state relaxed due to the solvent presence. In the case of Pro-
dan in solution, the lifetime decays are large in the nanosecond scale
(experimental values10 of τ1 = 0.2 ns and τ2 = 0.8 ns in cyclohexane
and between 2.1 ns and 4.5 ns for several solvents, such as chloro-
form, dichloromethane, acetonitrile, methanol, and water). There-
fore, it is expected that the major contributions of the fluorescent
emission spectra come from the equilibrium fully relaxed solvation
situation. However, this non-equilibrium solvation effect is impor-
tant and should be considered for a better description of the dual
fluorescence of Prodan mostly in low polarity solvents.

In the case of Prodan in water, the Stokes shifts of the high
and low energies using the ASEC electrostatic embedding model are
ΔE1

cal(SS) = −5.1 × 103 cm−1 and ΔE2
cal(SS) = −9.0 × 103 cm−1,

showing that the solvent effect is better described by the ASEC
than the PCM, ΔE1

cal(SS) = −3.3 × 103 cm−1 and ΔE2
cal(SS) = −5.8

× 103 cm−1, as compared with the experimental values, ΔE1
exp(SS)

=−8.5× 103 cm−1 and ΔE2
exp(SS) =−10.3× 103 cm−1. This is mostly

due to the good ASEC description of the hydrogen bonds formed
between the Prodan and the water molecules. The Stokes shifts of
the high energy calculated here [ΔE1

cal(SS) = −2.2 × 103 cm−1 in
vacuum and ΔE1

cal(SS) = −5.1 × 103 cm−1 in water] are also in agree-
ment with the results obtained by Baral et al.72 for the high energy of
Prodan in hexane, ΔE1

cal(SS) = −3.3 × 103 cm−1 (−0.41 eV), and in
water, ΔE1

cal(SS) = −9.5 × 103 cm−1 (−1.18 eV). Their results are in
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better agreement with the experimental values [ΔE1
exp(SS) = −3.6

× 103 cm−1 in cyclohexane and ΔE1
exp(SS) = −8.5 × 103 cm−1 in

water]. We are using the MM simulation with the Prodan with rigid
geometry, and Baral et al.72 used flexible Prodan geometry, con-
sidering the geometry relaxation due to the solvent interactions.
Therefore, it shows that the solvent effect on the geometry relaxation
solute is important to the described Stokes shift, but the dual fluo-
rescence can be understood by only analyzing two excited states: the
π–π∗La HOMO → LUMO S1 state (high emission energy) and the
n–π∗ HOMO −3→ LUMO +1 S2 or S3 state (low emission energy).

Now, analyzing the dipole moment of the low emission energy
state, μwat(n–π∗) = 2.7 D, and the high emission energy state, μwat(π–
π∗La) = 17.2 D in water and μvac(π–π∗Lb) = 5.8 D in vacuum, it
is easy to understand why the high emission state becomes more
favorable increasing the solvent polarity. This is a consequence of
a much stronger dipole interactions between the solvent molecules
and the Prodan at the π–π∗La excited state than at the n–π∗ excited
state.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The absorption spectra of Prodan in water, acetonitrile,

dichloromethane, and cyclohexane are well described with differ-
ent methods (INDO-CIS, TDDFT, and CASPT2), and all agree that
the first band is composed of three different electronic transitions:
one dark n–π∗ and two bright π–π∗. It is shown that the two bright
excited electronic states can be simultaneously populated in the
absorption transitions of Prodan.

Multi-configurational calculations showed that the three
excited states, π–π∗Lb, n–π∗, and π–π∗La, are very close to each
other in energy at the Franck–Condon geometry, and their equilib-
rium structures are planar in vacuum. No twist of the carbonyl or
dimethylamine groups is observed, and they are in the same plane
as the naphthalene rings. Considering the solvent effects in the elec-
tronic structure of the solute and in the solvent relaxation around
the solute, it was identified that these three excited states can change
order depending on the solvent polarity, and following the min-
imum path energy, internal conversions may occur. The HOMO
→ LUMO S1 state (π–π∗Lb in vacuum or π–π∗La in water) relaxes
to the equilibrium geometry causing the high emission energy (E1).
The HOMO −3 → LUMO +1 n–π∗ state (S2 in vacuum or S3 in
water) also relaxes to the equilibrium geometry causing the low
emission energy (E2). The π–π∗La state has a very large dipole
moment (∼17 D), and the n–π∗ state has a very small dipole moment
(∼2 D). This information of the larger dipole to the high emission
energy E1 is in agreement with the experimental data that show a
larger contribution of E1 to the emission band in water compara-
tive to cyclohexane. Additionally, the calculated Stokes shifts of the
high and low emission energy of Prodan in vacuum and in water are
in agreement with the experimental data for cyclohexane and water,
respectively.

Hence, our combined experimental and theoretical studies
point to a new explanation of the dual fluorescence of molecular
probes. We conclude that the Prodan probe does not emit from a
solvent-non-relaxed locally excited state and a relaxed twist or pla-
nar internal charge transfer excited state. Instead, it fluoresces from
two different and independent excited states, first π–π∗ state at high

energy and n–π∗ state at low energy, which can be populated when
Prodan is excited at 340 nm–360 nm. Finally, it should be mentioned
that this work focuses on the Prodan molecule, but we contend
that the dual fluorescence of the related Laurdan molecule could be
understood with the same reasoning.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for more information concern-
ing the optimized geometries of Prodan in the ground and first
three excited states in vacuum, its polarization using the iterative
S-QM/MM procedure and atomic charges, and the solvation struc-
ture and additional experimental UV–visible absorption spectra of
Prodan in several solvents.
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